Accuracy of repeated single versus averages of repeated duplicates of probing depth measurements.
The present study aims to determine to which extent averages or deepest recordings of repeated duplicates of probing depth measurements may increase the accuracy as compared to repeated single measurements. In total, 1247 sites were recorded in 8 patients with advanced periodontitis. The patients had received initial treatment. Each site was probed 4 times with time intervals of 100 min. The standard deviation of differences between repeated single measurements of 0.97 mm decreased with a factor square root of 2 to 0.69 mm for differences between averages of repeated duplicates of measurements. Differences between the averages and the deepest recordings of repeated duplicates of measurements showed a non-Gaussian distribution. This implies that the type-I error can not be computed on the basis of the standard deviation of the error with the use of parametric statistical analysis. The best estimate for the type-I error is the observed frequency of differences. The type-I error for differences of 3 mm or more between repeated single measurements decreased from 1.5% to 0.9% and 0.2%, when deepest recordings and averages of repeated duplicates of measurements, respectively, were compared.